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5-point Checklist 
for Black Friday

thepixel.com



       Server performance 
 
 
Surges in web traffic sometimes cause issues. If you’re using both Adobe 
Commerce combined with Adobe Commerce Cloud (which many of 
our clients are) you’re using one of the most advanced hosting systems 
for ecommerce, designed to easily scale for any peak and trough. Server 
performance and load capacity can be tested using tools such as New 
Relic, Blackfire and BlazeMeter to give you comprehensive results that 
should hopefully result in your peace of mind. If it doesn’t then leave 
yourself enough time to make changes. 
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50% respondents cited a slow checkout 
process as reasons to abandon their 
shopping cart.  
 
The Path to Profit in eCommerce  
Klarna 
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       Customer journey 
 
 
Test your home page and highest-traffic pages on site for usability and 
speed (Google Lighthouse speed score can help). Test the full buying 
journey to make sure it’s as seamless as possible. Don’t be afraid to  
tweak the design to specifically cater for Black Friday - homepage,  
product pages should all be able to reflect any offers you’re making 
available for the weekend. 
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Make sure that at least 30-40% of your 
product inventory is represented. 
 
5 Tips For an Effective Ecommerce Homepage 
Nosto
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https://developers.google.com/web/tools/lighthouse


       Merchandising 
 
 
Highlight products that are trending and have had a recent increase  
in sales, even on the day/weekend, if something’s going like hotcakes  
then you need to be reactive and cater to your customers in real time. 
Once you see what’s working, up-selling and cross-selling can work well 
with these trending products, but making sure your additional products 
selections are on song.
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Up-sells account for around 4% of sales. 
 
6 eCommerce Upselling Strategies 
Sleeknote
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       Tracking success 
 
 
Track on-site search terms to make the most of changes in search  
trends - these can change a lot during Black Friday, and so it’s important 
to know what people are looking for in order to react. Strategic promotions 
can help to increase AOV - compare your results to previous years and use 
the new promotions to try and improve AOV. Monitor visits to prominent 
product pages that are part of your Black Friday promotion, and those 
|that aren’t to see how much the promotion increases the appeal  
for that product.
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Searches for specific branded items spike 
during Black Friday and fall off once 
promotions are over. 
 
Black Friday Search Trends 
Nozzle AI
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       Mobile traffic 
 
 
In recent years, mobile traffic has overtaken desktop for Black Friday. In 
2020, around 70% of traffic was attributed to mobile devices. However, 
customers are still more likely to make a purchase on a desktop! Why? 
Make sure that your mobile site makes it easy for customers to get all the 
information they need to commit to a purchase. Customers on mobile also 
tend to purchase cheaper items, so up-sells could be used to increase the 
average cart value on mobile.
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81% of mobile sales are impulse buys. 
 
How to Turn Your Next  Traffic Spike Into an Army of Loyal, 
Repeat Customer With On-Site Search 
Klevu
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https://www.wolfgangdigital.com/kpi-2020/
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Thank you!
thepixel.com

Since it was established in 2001, The Pixel has been dedicated to 
ecommerce. Offering the highest standard of Adobe Commerce  
solutions from a dedicated in-house team of certified specialists.


